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GutterGuard ®

Lines And Seals Gutters With
100% Rubber!

When gutters leak, problems are just beginning. Deterioration rapidly grows, leaks 
increase, and replacement soon becomes inevitable. The alternative — reline with a 

seamless rubber system.

Topps® is the answer. Seal and reline all types of gutters with revolutionary GutterGuard®. This 
extremely tough, remarkable rubber liner goes on by spray or brush, making a perfect custom fit every 
time. Because it’s made using 100% rubber, GutterGuard® prevents further moisture attack, giving your 
gutter a durable seal.

GutterGuard’s amazing ability to cling to edges works where you need it most — giving extra protection 
at seams and rivets. Water is blocked out. So is debris build-up, a common source for rust and corrosion 
to develop. Your system, with GutterGuard®, flows better too with less cleaning.

GutterGuard® — your most affordable gutter protection package to prevent early replacement. Your 
gutter system gets a complete, custom fit seamless rubber liner with a simple application.

 � Leaves no seams!
 � No temporary tapes — no dams!
 � The durability of 100% rubber!
 � Economical, easy application!

Ultimate Elongation 550%
Ultimate tensile strength 1000 p.s.i.
Water vapor permeability 0.25 perms
Solids 50% min.
VOC <500 g/l

Typical Specifications
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GutterGuard ®

It’s Easy to Restore Gutters with

GutterGuard®
 

1Clean gutters thoroughly. For metal gutters, 
wire brush or apply Topps® RustArrestor™ to 
remove rust, then rinse. The surface must be 

completely clean and dry before application of the 
GutterGuard® System.

2   Tighten all fasteners. Replace any worn, missing, 
or stripped fasteners with flat head type of 
slightly larger size. Replace perforated areas as 

needed, or, using aluminum flashing, fit a new piece 
into a thick bed of Polyprene® or GutterGuard® and 
secure with fasteners. The new metal should be flush 
and extend at least 3" beyond the repair area. Heavily 
coat all edges.

3   Dab all fasteners with GutterGuard.  Apply one 
even coat of GutterGuard at 2 gallons per 100 
square feet using a stiff paint brush. Begin on 

the edges, allowing material to flow onto the pan. 
Move excess down the gutter with a heavier build-
up along edges.

Cross-section of metal 
valley gutter and fasteners.

Concrete gutters require 
PolyCore™ embedded in 
GutterGuard® at joints to 
add reinforcement.

Independent Installer:

Metal gutters hanging from eaves need 
extra protection at seams and fasteners.

Evenly apply a thick coat of 
GutterGuard® with roofing 
brush to create a rubber liner.

Wire brushing rust from 
metal valley gutter.


